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Abstract

In this work, a single “leaf-stalk”-type piezoelectric energy har-

vester was studied in smooth flow and aspects of replicated

ABL turbulence (12.7% intensity, 310-mm longitudinal inte-

gral length scale). The harvester was yawed and pitched with

respect to the prevailing wind direction, so that the performance

of the harvester in terms of mean output power could be ob-

served. Key findings of the study were: 1) off-axis flow condi-

tions rapidly degraded the mean output power of the harvester;

2) turbulence acted similarly to a dynamic damping mechanism;

3) for parallel flow, turbulence diminished the power outputs

relative to smooth flow and for off-axis flow, the turbulence en-

hanced the power outputs relative to smooth flow.

Introduction

Extracting energy from wind has been the focus of research and

development for centuries. The vast majority of developments

have been in smooth flows (either experimental or computa-

tional) with recent work including replicating the effects of the

Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL), where it has been shown

that turbulence increases structural loading and decreases power

output [6]. However, there are new wind-energy technologies

emerging that show potential for low, local power generation

systems (e.g. figure 1). Such Ultra-low power (ULP) technolo-

gies could be a source of power for low-energy technologies

such as wireless sensor nodes or LED lighting in urban-based

buildings; the technology could also be considered safer, qui-

eter and more aesthetically pleasing than small-scale, urban-

based wind turbines [10]. These technologies involve piezo-

electric films fluttering in a fluid stream, and can be grouped

into two types; harvesters that self-excite in flutter, and those

where flutter is induced by a vortex-shedding upstream bluff

body, known as Vortex-Induced Vibrations (VIV). Extensive

treatments of self-exciting flutter have been realised elsewhere

[e.g. 3, 9, 13, 14], but here we restrict ourselves to exploiting

VIV to generate power.

Energy harvester utilising VIV-type flutter involves analysis of

the structural and fluid-forcing response spectrums so that the

shedding frequency may be tuned to the resonant frequencies of

the structure, resulting in greater deformations and power out-

puts. Research into VIV-type harvesting had been conducted in

[2]; their work consisted of a thin membrane containing piezo-

electric patches, immersed in the flow downstream of a circular

cylinder shedding vortices that impinged on the membrane, pe-

riodically deforming it and generating power. In an energy har-

vesting context, VIV-type flutter is potentially more beneficial

since the vortex shedding frequency may be tuned to the struc-

ture’s natural frequency. It was found that by using this method

of tuning for parallel flow conditions, power outputs increased

significantly due to large-amplitude vibrations. The harvesters

need to be rigidly held in the fluid stream, and the root of the

piezoelectric stalk must be clamped so that bending strains are

Figure 1. The artificial “tree” concept, utilising piezoelectric materials
to harvest ambient flow energy, as proposed initially in [8].

developed, which convert to power output. This negates the

possibility of incorporating individual-harvester self-alignment

mechanisms at the root of the stalk, which would permit the

harvester to align with the mean wind direction. In the case of

VIV-type harvesters, the clamping-base cross-sectional shape is

a key parameter, though in the case of the suggestion made in

[8] a circular cross-section was envisioned so as to mimic a tree-

like appearance. The variation in positioning of the harvester,

coupled with the variability of wind direction means that an in-

dividual harvester may experience a wide range of wind con-

ditions. Interestingly, there has been little or no work done on

examining the effect of off-axis and turbulent flow conditions

on the output power from these harvester types. Thus, here we

examine the cases where the wind is off-axis, and the harvester

is immersed in aspects of replicated ABL turbulence.

Methods and Instrumentation

Two wind tunnels were used for this study, one for smooth flow

and the second for turbulent flow.

Aeronautical Wind Tunnel

The smooth-flow work was conducted in the RMIT Univer-

sity Aeronautical Wind Tunnel (AWT). This tunnel is a closed-

circuit design consisting of a 100-kW DC motor driving a six

bladed fan. The test section is octagonally shaped and is 2,100-

mm long, 1,070-mm high and 1,320-mm wide. Upstream of the

test section there is a 4:1 contraction ratio and anti-turbulence

screens conditioning the flow, such that across a wide range of

wind speeds the average longitudinal turbulence intensity com-

ponent is less than 0.3% [7]. Flow speed measurements were

made via a Baratron® pressure-based system and a pitot-static

tube inserted at the entrance to the test section. Tunnel blockage

was insignificant.

Industrial Wind Tunnel



The RMIT University Industrial Wind Tunnel (IWT) was used

for the work in turbulent flow. The tunnel is a closed-circuit

design with a 200-kW thyristor controlled DC motor driving a

six bladed fan. The test section is rectangularly shaped and is

9-m long, 2,000-mm high and 3,000-mm wide. A 2:1 contrac-

tion is present before the test section, and the anechoic turning

vanes reduce the acoustic signature of the fan. The inlet of the

test section could accommodate installation of turbulence grids

of varying sizes, so that turbulence of different intensities and

scales could be generated. A Baratron® system was also used

for monitoring flow speeds in a similar manner to the AWT. In-

tegral length scales similar to the harvester size, and relatively

high turbulence intensities were desired. This is because length

scales similar to the immersed structure size will affect the dy-

namics of the structure more than much larger or much smaller

scales [21]. Also, the relatively high longitudinal turbulence in-

tensity is more indicative of ABL turbulence. A planar grid,

previously designed in [12], was installed at the inlet of the test

section, see figure 2. This grid consisted of 300-mm wide chip-

board with 600-mm spacings between the boards, which pro-

duced a decaying turbulence intensity along the length of the

test section. Relatively high levels of turbulence intensity are

possible with this grid type, but there was a trade-off between

achieving a high turbulence intensity of relatively large scale,

and achieving well-mixed turbulence. The region near the grids

consisted of discrete jets and wakes, which rendered a non-flat

velocity profile. The downstream distance of 7.75 m as utilised

previously in [11] and [19] was chosen, as the turbulence was

well mixed, with a nominally flat velocity profile and a lon-

gitudinal turbulence intensity of around 12.7%. Longitudinal

integral length scales were also documented in [19] as 310 mm

at this downstream location, roughly twice the physical length

of the harvester. The tunnel was then calibrated and the local

wind speed was then varied.

Test rig

Figure 2. The setup in the IWT. The test rig may be seen and also the
turbulence-generation grids at the inlet of the test section.

Harvester and Test Rig Data

The harvesters used here were congruent to those studied in

[14, 16, 17]. The testing rig consisted of a 41-mm diameter,

800-mm long aluminium capped cylinder fitted to a base that

could rotate both about the cylinder’s longitudinal (yaw) and

radial (pitch) axes. The rig was designed for EIE-type flutter in

smooth flow. The diameter-based Reynolds number range for

the flow past the cylinder was ≈ 8× 103 to 2.2× 104. Sizing

the cylinder diameter to the harvester fundamental bending fre-

quency of 4.1 Hz was impractical, as the cylinder base would

have become cumbersome and induced tunnel blockage. In-

stead, the cylinder was sized such that the vortex shedding fre-

quency as calculated from a cylinder-normal Strouhal number

of 0.2 matched the harvester’s second natural frequency of 15

Hz at 3 ms-1. A schematic defining sign convention for the yaw

and pitch angles is given in figure 3.
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Figure 3. Sign convention for (a) yaw angle and (b) pitch angle. U is
the free-stream flow speed.

The mean power output of the harvester was calculated as

Pmean =
V 2

RMS

RL
(1)

where VRMS is the root-mean-square voltage output and RL

is the load resistance. The output power was normalised

by the PVDF patch area, to permit comparison with existing

renewable-energy technologies such as Photo-Voltaics (PVs)

or wind turbines. The normalised power Pnorm was plotted

against the [yaw, pitch] angle and the wind speed U on three-

dimensional scatter plots, with error bars at 95% confidence

plotted on some of the angles to verify repeatability.

Results and Discussion

The yaw and pitch-angle results in smooth flow are presented

in figures 4 and 5 respectively, while the results in turbulent

flow are given in figures 6 and 7. Due to the bi-stable nature

of the harvester at 180°, error was quite prevalent; however, the

observed flutter behaviour was consistent across tests for the

3 and 4 m/s cases. The dynamic pressure of the flow forced

the PVDF to bend back against itself but the strain energy de-

veloped in the PVDF was greater than the flow kinetic energy,

and the PVDF would bend back to its original position; asym-

metric, sporadic flutter resulted, generating some power. This

bi-stable behaviour ceased at wind speeds greater than 4 m/s,

when the flow kinetic energy was sufficient to prevent the har-

vester from returning to its undeflected position. This peculiar

behaviour was actually more pronounced in turbulence than in

smooth flow, due to the greater local flow fluctuations.

In work elsewhere [15], it was discovered that for this particular

harvester configuration and for 3 – 8 m/s, the power output in-

creased approximately as
√

U for parallel flow; this is observed

here in the 0° data, and to some extent, the 45° data. The power

output decreased significantly as the angle deviated from 0° in

every instance of angle and flow condition. Increasing the yaw

angle meant that vortex shedding from the EIE rig in the har-

vester plane was suppressed, and gradual transition away from

Limit-Cycle Oscillations (LCOs) resulted in lower power out-

put, see [1]. It is seen in figure 4 that for ≥ 90°, negligible

power is generated for every wind speed tested, except for the

two anomalies at 180°. LCOs were still observed at a yaw angle

of 45°, but the harvester tip amplitudes were lessened consid-

erably. At higher yaw angles, the dynamic pressure prevented

harvester LCOs. Low-frequency oscillations were observed, but

were stochastic in nature. Similar to yaw angle, significant de-

creases in output occurred for pitch angles greater or lesser than
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Figure 4. Pnorm of the harvester versus yaw angle and wind speed in
smooth flow, with zero applied pitch angle. Error is denoted by vertical
red bars on the 0 and 180° cases.
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Figure 5. Pnorm of the harvester versus pitch angle and wind speed in
smooth flow, with zero applied yaw angle. Error is denoted by vertical
red bars on the ±45° cases.

0°. The chief disparity between the yaw- and pitch-angle cases

was that the harvester remained within the cylinder wake, re-

gardless of pitch angle. The vortex shedding mechanisms also

differed for non-zero pitch angles. At pitch angles of ±30° and

subcritical Reynolds numbers, [20] observed that the wake vor-

tices convected approximately in the direction of U cosα, where

α is the pitch angle. At pitch angles of ±60°, the direction of

the vortices varied in two noticeable directions along the cylin-

der span, with vortices sufficiently far from the cylinder free

end propagating in the direction of U cosα, and vortices near

the free-end region travelling at angles greater than cosα. It is

likely that the harvester was in the region where the vortices

travelled in the direction of U cosα. A normalised Strouhal

number was defined in [18] as St/StN , where St is the mea-

sured value of Strouhal number, and StN is fsd/U , fs is the

vortex shedding frequency. At 0° pitch, St/StN = 1 and the In-

dependence Principle is valid; at ±60° pitch, St/StN reduced

to roughly 0.6 (A 40% disparity from the Independence Prin-

ciple prediction), implying that the shedding frequency has de-

creased. This may be attributed to a decrease in vortex strength

with increasing pitch angle [22]. This is a likely cause for the

decreased power output from the harvester at non-zero pitch an-

gles, as the harvester is not sensitive to solely the normal flow

component in the EIE-rig near wake, but is subject to the three-

dimensional wake effects prevalent at non-zero pitch.

The spectral density of the voltage signal reveals the nature of

how turbulence affects the harvester performance. In figure 8,

the spectral density estimate is given for wind speeds of 4 and 5

m/s in smooth and turbulent flow at 0° yaw and pitch angle. The

peak is the dominant flutter frequency of the harvester, which

changes with wind speed. In smooth flow (figure 8a), the peak is
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Figure 6. Pnorm of the harvester versus yaw angle and wind speed in tur-
bulent flow, with zero applied pitch angle. Error is denoted by vertical
red bars on the 0 and 180° cases.
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Figure 7. Pnorm of the harvester versus pitch angle and wind speed in
turbulent flow, with zero applied yaw angle. Error is denoted by vertical
red bars on the ±45° cases.
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Figure 8. Voltage spectral density from the harvester at (a) 4 m/s, in
(—) smooth and (—) turbulent flow; (b) 5 m/s in smooth and turbulent
flow. The yaw and pitch angle is 0°.

more discrete because the harvester is fluttering in LCOs. How-

ever, in turbulence it is evident that there is a more broadband

response. This agrees with findings in [4] and [5] for simi-

lar turbulence intensities, integral length-scales and Reynolds

numbers. This type of behaviour appears akin to decreasing the

quality factor, Q, of a discrete resonant peak, where;

Q =

1

2ζ
. (2)

Here, ζ is the viscous damping ratio of a system. This sug-

gests that turbulence in the flow dampens the harvester flutter

response and if figures 4 and 6 are compared, it can be seen

that at 0°, the output power in turbulence is less than in smooth



flow. Interestingly, the power output in turbulence at higher an-

gles and wind speeds was greater, suggesting that the higher fre-

quency energy of fluctuations in the inertial subrange are trans-

duced to power output through the harvester, whereas in smooth

flow these fluctuations are significantly lower.

Conclusions

A piezoelectric energy harvester was examined in smooth and

aspects of replicated ABL turbulence at differing wind veloci-

ties. The results of the study are as follows:

• The harvester performance degrades significantly as the

angle to the wind is increased.

• The harvester performance is degraded in turbulence com-

pared to smooth flow for parallel flow.

• The harvester performance is enhanced in turbulence com-

pared to smooth flow for off-axis flow at higher wind

speeds.

Further studies would involve optimising a harvester to operate

in turbulent-flow conditions.
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